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for those who dont know, francisco bautista also known as the sultan of salsa, is currently in jail, and his
daughter fanny, the princess of salsa music, is organising a fundraiser to help her father pay his legal
and medical expenses. jaime matosas known as the king of salsa and the houdini of puertorriqueños

more than once explained in the documentary about him, mejor que la cama, la fiesta de la canción, that
salsa, is more than a musical genre. it is what sizzles in the hearts and the heads of all puerto ricans. it is

what binds us all, who we are and what we stand for, singing alto and soprano, suffering hardship and
dying from love of his own country. when puerto rico turned into a territory of the u.s.a in 1898, it lost its
independence. but it also lost a number of its main traditions, as puerto rico has been for some years yet

to find its way back to a cultural identity. in this last decade, the contemporary art market has grown
spectacularly. it is mainly based on the development of new markets, and new systems of representation
in the new territories of economic opportunities. in 1927, luis muñoz marín was inaugurated as the first

elected governor of puerto rico. with the birth of the first generation of puerto ricans of european
descent, muñoz marin began a process of assimilation that changed the face of the island forever.

frederic james hamilton was an american author and historian, best known as the founder of the harlem
renaissance. he was born in north carolina and started his career as a radio announcer. he was working

in the us military as a radio, newspaper and newspaperman, but it was in new york in 1935, when he got
the opportunity to form a club.
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and the idea is to have this site as a reference for fellow travelers, an open access social network,
dedicated to the interaction among peoples that share the passion for open access and participatory

culture. open access means the free and unlimited access to the published content of all types,
without the need for the original material to be published elsewhere. this means that the author has
the freedom to share, reuse, modify and distribute this information in any way they want, so long as
they make this information freely available to the public. open access to information has important
consequences: it improves society by increasing the availability of information, providing a way for
the public to get a free and easy access to the results of research and scientific activity, as well as

educational materials, government documents, legal rules, commercial information. confession: the
five-day las vegas na hiko challenge has been a life-changing event for me. ive become a new

person. before this event, my mentality was adversarial and im not ashamed to say that. this was
one time i was able to take in a powerful message. the british government has launched a new

initiative aimed at helping match britons with jobs, training and mentoring programmes. the ‘we do’
campaign was launched in the first week of the new year and will last six months, starting in

february 2020. puerto rico is one of the world’s most productive tourist destinations, so it comes as
no surprise that it is also one of the most expoected countries in latin america. with a total

population of more than 3 million people, puerto rico offers plenty of events and festivals to suit
each taste, from the height of summer to the nights of winter. 5ec8ef588b
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